DAILY CRIME LOG
MONTH: November 2021
CASE #

DATE

2111-0001

11/01/2021

1000

Lot S

Impound

2111-0002

11/01/2021

1000

Lot S

Impound

2111-0003

11/01/2021

1015

Lot S

Impound

2111-0004

11/01/2021

1030

Lot S

Impound

2111-0005

11/01/2021

1630

Kennard

CDS (Unfounded)

2111-0006

11/01/2021

2331

CMRC

Misc. Inc. (Contract
Violation)

12/9/2021

TIME

LOCATION

A-ARREST,

INCIDENT

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

CLASSIFICATION

ARREST
JA

Referred
T-IX

PCO
ID

OFC.
I.D.

A vehicle illegally parked in
a reserved space was
ticketed and towed.
A vehicle illegally parked in
a reserved space was
ticketed and towed.
A vehicle illegally parked in
a handicapped space
without displaying a
handicap tag or placard was
ticketed and towed.
An unregistered vehicle
illegally parked in a
reserved parking space was
ticketed and towed.
Officers were dispatched to JA
a residential hall for CDS.
On scene officers met with
an RA who was conducting
a room check and
discovered suspected
marijuana residue in a clear
bottle that contained water.
Substance was
compromised and unable to
be tested. Forwarded to The
Office of Student Conduct.

53

1158

53

1158

53

1158

53

1158

43

1153

Officers were dispatched to
CMRC for an unauthorized
person in the building.

57

1142

T-IX -TITLE IX

JA
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2111-0007

11/02/2021

0042

Towers Hall

Miscellaneous Incident
(Information)

2111-0008

11/02/2021

0800

Lot Q

Impound

2111-0009

11/02/2021

2059

Haley Hall

CDS (Marijuana)

2111-0010

11/02/2021

2210

Haley Hall

CDS (Marijuana)

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

Investigation revealed desk
worker allowed individual
in the building without
proper credentials.
Individual was escorted out
of the building by Officer.
Forwarded to The Office of
Student Conduct.
Officers responded to
JA
Mckeldin Gym for a report
of harassment. Student
informed someone knocked
on their door and fled the
scene. Student believed it
was a guest of another
resident. Forwarded to the
Office of Student Conduct.
A vehicle illegally parked in
a reserved space was
ticketed and towed.
Officers dispatched to
JA
Residential Hall for CDS.
On scene officers met with
RA who was conducting a
room check and discovered
possible CDS. Officers
observed possible CDS in
plain view and tested same
with positive results.
Forwarded to The Office of
Student Conduct
Officers responded to Haley JA
Hall for a report of
suspected CDS. During a
T-IX -TITLE IX

57

1142

41

1158

53

1153

57

1143
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2111-0011

11/03/2021

1047

Haley Hall

CDS (Marijuana)

2211-0012

11/03/2021

1440

Haley Hall

CDS (Marijuana)

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

Health and Safety Checks
and noticed suspect
smoking in the room.
Suspected Marijuana
residue was observed on the
stand in front of TV in plain
view. Same was tested with
positive results. Forward to
The Office of Student
Conduct.
Officers responded to a call JA
for suspected marijuana.
Investigation revealed RD
was performing a health and
welfare check and observed
a clear plastic bag of
suspected marijuana in plain
view on a dresser. Same
was seized and tested with
positive results. The
amount seized weighed 18
grams. A criminal citation
was issued.
Forward to The Office of
Student Conduct.
Officers responded to a
JA
Residential Hall for a report
of suspected marijuana.
Investigation revealed RA’s
were conducting room
checks and observed
suspected marijuana reside
in plain view on a desk.
Same was tested with
T-IX -TITLE IX

44

1158

53

1153
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2111-0013

11/03/2021

1547

Haley Hall

CDS (Marijuana)

2111-0014

11/03/2021

2046

Haley Hall

CDS (Marijuana
unfounded)

2111-0015

11/03/2021

2301

The Student
Center

CDS (Marijuana)

2111-0016

11/04/2021

0130

ELLC

Medical Emergency

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

positive results. Forwarded
to The Office of Student
Conduct
Officers were dispatched to JA
Residential Hall and met
with RAs that were
conducting a safety check.
Suspected marijuana was
observed in plain view on a
bed. Same was tested and
met with positive results.
Forwarded to The Office of
Student Conduct
Officers responded to a call JA
for suspected marijuana.
Investigation revealed RA’s
were conducting a safety
check and observed student
picked up something and
flushed it down the toilet.
Student admitted it was
marijuana. There was no
evidence of marijuana in the
dwelling. Forwarded to
The Office of Student
Conduct
Officers was dispatched to
Student Center for found
suspected marijuana. Same
was recovered and tested
with positive results. Same
was placed in property for
destruction.
Officers were dispatched to
T-IX -TITLE IX

43

1153

53

1153

57

1128

57

1128
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2111-0017

11/04/2021

1247

Kennard

Attempted Rape

2111-0018

11/05/2021

0754

Lot S

Impound

2111-0019

11/06/2021

1009

Off Campus

Lost Property

2111-0020

11/08/2021

1623

Towers Hall

Misc. Inc. (Fire Alarm
Activation)

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

a residential hall for a
medical emergency. EMS
was on scene when officers
arrived. Student was
evaluated by EMS and they
advised student to get plenty
of rest after they declined
transport to the nearest
hospital.
2(b) Officers responded to
JA
McKeldin Gym for a report
of an attempted rape.
Student attempted to force
themselves on another
student, after they refused
further sexual contact.
Forwarded to The Office of
Student Conduct and Title
IX.
A vehicle illegally parked in
a reserved space was
ticketed and towed.
Former employee reported
losing their retirement
badge. Multiple locations
were checked with negative
results. This report was
entered into NCIC.
Officers responded to a fire
alarm activation.
Investigation revealed
student was blow drying
their hair and the alarm in
the room sounded. The
T-IX -TITLE IX

T-IX

41

1145

41

1145

41

1112

43

1153
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2111-0021

11/10/201

1002

Off Campus

Theft from Auto

2111-0022

11/10/2021

1750

Kennard Hall

CDS (Marijuana)

2021-0398
2111-0023

11/12/2021
11/12/2021

0345
0114

Accident Report
CMRC

Accident Report
Misc. Incident
(Information)

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

alarm was reset and
silenced. No reported
injuries or property damage.
6(k)$50.Officers responded
to Mckeldin for a theft
report. Student informed
their parking permit was
stolen out of their vehicle.
Officers responded to a call
for suspected marijuana.
Investigation revealed RA
was conducting a room
check and discovered a
suspected marijuana
cigarette on a dresser in
plain view. Same was
tested with positive results.
Forwarded to The Office of
Student Conduct.
Accident Report
Officers were dispatched to
CMRC for a suspicious
person. Investigation
revealed an unknown male
knocked on a resident door
wearing a mask and asked if
he could stay the night.
After being refused, the
individual went to another
apartment. RD and RA are
aware of this incident and
similar incidents.
Surveillance video is being
reviewed.
T-IX -TITLE IX

JA

41

1158

43

1153

44

1143
1128
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2111-0024

11/12/2021

0858

Henry Admin

Medical Emergency

2111-0025

11/12/2021

1052

NSU Dining Hall

Medical Emergency

2111-0026

11/15/2021

1015

Lot S

Impound

2111-0027

11/15/2021

1015

Lot S

Impound

2111-0028

11/15/2021

1015

Lot S

Impound

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

Officers were dispatched to
administrative building for a
report of an injured
employee. On scene
employee advised officers
they had slipped in the
hallway and injured their
right knee and ankle.
Employee declined to have
fireboard respond.
Employee was advised to
contact their supervisor to
complete injury report.
Facilities was called to
cleanup area.
Officers were dispatched to
Student Center for cafeteria
staff unconscious on the
floor. Upon arrival staff
member was conscious.
EMS arrived and checked
staff vitals. Staff refused
transport.
A vehicle illegally parked in
a reserved space was
ticketed and towed.
A vehicle illegally parked in
a reserved space was
ticketed and towed.
A vehicle illegally parked in
a handicapped space
without handicap tags or
placard was ticketed and
towed.
T-IX -TITLE IX

41

1145

41

1145

53

1158

53

1158

53

1158
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2111-0029

11/15/2021

2131

Haley Hall

CDS (marijuana)

2111-0030

11/16/2021

2136

CMRC

CDS (marijuana)

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

Officers responded to a call JA
for suspected marijuana in a
residential dwelling.
Investigation revealed RA
was performing wellness
checks in the dwelling and
discovered suspected
marijuana on a TV stand.
Same was tested with
positive results. Forwarded
to the Office of Student
Conduct.
While conducting a
JA
premises check, Officers
heard loud music coming
from a residence. They
approached the door and
detected a strong smell of
suspected marijuana coming
from the room. Officers
contacted the RD. When the
RD arrived on scene, they
entered the suite and
officers observed in plain
view a burnt suspected
marijuana cigarette in an
ashtray in the commons
area. As the RD was
conducting checks of all
rooms we observed in plain
view suspected marijuana in
two of the room. Same was
tested with positive results.
Forwarded to the Office of
T-IX -TITLE IX

43

1153

53

1153
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2111-0031

11/17/2021

0925

Lot S

Impound

2111-0032

11/17/2021

1809

Lot A

Medical Emergency

2111-0033

11/18/2021

1152

Online

Theft (Fraud-Personal
Identification Info)

2111-0034

11/19/2021

1148

Unknown

Lost Property

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

Student Conduct.
A vehicle blocking a
dumpster was ticketed and
towed.
Officers responded to lot
JA
“A” for a student having a
mental health crisis. The
student was picked up by
their parent to seek medical
attention. Forwarded to the
Office of Student Conduct.
6(i)$325 Officers responded
to McKeldin Gym for a
report of fraud. Student
reported they deposited a
check into their personal
bank account from an
unknown person whom they
believed was affiliated with
the University. They
withdrew funds and sent
them to the unknown person
and later discovered they
were not affiliated with the
university. Total loss was
$325.00.
A BSU Student responded
to Robinson Hall and
reported they lost their
driver’s license and debit
card. They retraced their
steps but were unable to
locate the property. Officer
advised them to report the
T-IX -TITLE IX

41

1158

53

1153

41

1158

41

1145
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2111-0035

11/19/2021

1615

Robinson Hall

Domestic Dispute

2111-0036

11/19/2021

1637

Towers Hall

CDS (marijuana)

2111-0037

11/19/2021

1655

Lot S

Property Damage

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

missing driver’s license to
MVA and to report the
incident to their bank and
the credit bureau. Officer
provided student with
incident number.
Officers responded to a
JA
report of a domestic dispute
between two students who
are involved in a romantic
relationship. There was no
violence reported at the time
of the occurrence.
Forwarded to the Office of
Student Conduct and Title
IX.
Officers responded to a call JA
for students smoking
suspected marijuana in a
dwelling. Investigation
reveal RD smelled
suspected burning
marijuana in a room and
later observed three hand
rolled cigarettes. Officers
smelled and seized the
suspected marijuana and
same was tested with
positive results. Same was
placed in property for
destruction. Forwarded to
the Office of Student
Conduct.
Officers responded to
T-IX -TITLE IX

T-IX

53

1145

53

1145

53

1144
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2111-0038

11/20/2021

0438

Tubman

Welfare Check

2111-0039

11/21/2021

1213

Lot S

Motor Vehicle Theft
(recovered)

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

parking lot “S” for a report
of damage to a vehicle.
Investigation revealed the
incident did not occur on the
campus of Bowie State
University. Individual was s
advised to contact their
insurance company.
Resident student called
JA
dispatch to request a welfare
check on a resident student
that informed them through
text message they wanted to
harm themselves. Officers
and RD made contact with
student. They advised they
did not need medical
attention or wanted to harm
themselves. The RD on duty
informed officers they
would check on student
throughout the night.
Student was referred to
Counseling Services. Friend
that called was advised.
Forwarded to the Office of
Student Conduct.
7(a) Officers responded to
parking lot S for a report of
a stolen vehicle.
Information was entered
into NCIC Database.
Investigation later reveal
that the vehicle was
T-IX -TITLE IX

44

1142

55

1158
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2111-0040

11/21/2021

1213

Lot S

2111-0041

11/23/2021

0042

ELLC

2111-0042

SKIPPED

2111-0043

11/23/2021

1532

McKeldin Gym

Harassment

2111-0044

11/29/2021

0900

Lot S

Impound

12/9/2021

Issued In Error
Duplicate of 2111-0039
Misc. Inc. (Fire Alarm
Activation)

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

recovered by MSP on I95
on 11/26/2021. The stolen
information was cleared
from NCIC.
Issued In Error Duplicate
of 2111-0039
Officers responded for a fire
alarm activated. The
building was evacuated.
Investigation revealed a
student over cooked
popcorn in the microwave
causing the fire alarm to
activate. The building was
checked, the fire alarm
panel was reset and the
students were cleared to
return to their suites. No
injuries or reported damage.
Report number was skipped
in error.
Officers responded to
JA
Mckeldin Gym for a report
of harassment. Student
informed they are being
harassed through voicemail
and text messages from
another student. A Final
Peace Order was obtained
through District Court.
Forwarded to The Office of
Student Conduct.
A vehicle illegally parked in
a reserved space was
T-IX -TITLE IX

44

1128

53

1143

55/43

1158
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2111-0045

11/29/2021

0901

Lot S

Impound

2111-0046

11/29/2021

0915

Lot S

Impound

2111-0047

11/29/2021

1335

Towers

Misc. Inc. (Intimidation)

2111-0048

11/29/2021

1450

CMRC

CDS (marijuana)

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

ticketed and towed.
A vehicle illegally parked in
a reserved electric vehicle
space was ticketed an
towed.
A vehicle illegally parked in
a reserved space was
ticketed and towed.
Officers responded to
McKeldin Gym and met
with a student who reported
an unknown person hacked
into their account and sent
several intimated photos
belonging to them to their
cellphone. Unknown
person texted threatening to
upload the intimate photos
on the internet if they did
not comply with their
demands. Investigation is
being conducted.
Officers responded to a call JA
for a smell of suspected
marijuana on the 2nd floor of
a residential dwelling. Upon
arrival, they met RD who
escorted them to said suite.
Officers entered suite with
RD and observed suspected
burnt marijuana cigarettes in
plain view in a glass candle
lid made into an ashtray in
the commons area. Same
T-IX -TITLE IX

55/43

1158

55/43

1145

55

1158

43

1145
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was tested with positive
results. Forwarded to the
Office of Student Conduct.

12/9/2021

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

T-IX -TITLE IX

